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X-band deflector for SXFEL

3 units of deflecting structures will used on SXFEL user

facility.

One unit located in the end of linac, power feeded by one

klystron.

Two units located in the end of undulator, feeded by one

klystron

Parameters Value Units

Frequency 11.42

4

GHz

Phase advance 120 Deg

Maximum power 20 MW

Transverse

voltage

0~30 MV

Total length 0.6 meter

Filling time 60 ns

Repetition

frequency

50 Hz

Oil 

tank

LLRF
A/

D

Feedback

, 

Feedforw

ard

Set point

……

D/

A

SSA

25MW，

0.5us

load

Load Load

50MW, 

2.5us
11424MHz

Specification of SXFEL 

user facility：

Energy：1500MeV

Bunch length：76um

Beam size：36um

Install space：1.4 m

Resolution：20fs

Deflecting voltage：30MV

Input power: 20MW

Hybrid

coupler

Figure. Layout of x-band deflector unit in the end of linac
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X-band deflector for SXFEL located in the end of undulator

Pulse compressor

Deflector

Deflector

Ion Pump

Waveguide network

Klystron

Directional coupler

Power splitter

Phase shifter

Load

Deflector                     4

Pulse compressor        1

Hybrid coupler            2

E-bend                        18

H-bend                        10

Directional coupler     10

Ion pump                     16

Load                            11

Variable power splitter 3

Phase shifter                 2

Straight waveguide     …

FEL I

FEL II

Beam direction

Transverse kick direction

The layout more complicate than the unit in the end of linac, due to only one klystron here. Three variable 

power splitter used in the system to control the power feed into different deflectors.

Hybrid coupler
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Oil tank

LLRF
A/

D

Feedback, 

Feedforwa

rd

Set point

……
D/

A

SSA

25MW，0.5 us

load

Load Load

50MW, 2.5 us
11424MHz

1 m 1 m

Demand for SCLF：

Energy：8000 MeV

Deflecting voltage：50MV

Input power: 50MW

Total length: 1m

X-band deflector for SHINE

Four units of deflecting structures will used on SHINE. One

unit located in the end of the linac used for bunch length

measurement. Three units located in the end of FEL line

after undulator. Fabrication will start at 2020

Parameter

s

Value Units

Frequency 11.424 GHz

Phase

advance

120 Deg

Maximum

power

50 MW

Transverse

voltage

0~50 MV

Total length About 1 meter

Filling time About 110 ns

Repetition

frequency

50 Hz

Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme light facility
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X-band deflector for high gradient technology
Supported by Ministry Of Science and Technology

The project is supported by Ministry of Science and Technology,

including three RF structures, compact pulse compressor, 1meter

long x-band accelerating structure, and 1 meter long x-band

deflecting structure.

Compact pulse compressor has finished in 2018, new x-band

structure finish all the cells fabrication, waiting for coupler brazing,

and final brazing.

New x-band deflecting structure will start fabricate recently.
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Design and optimization 

Based on the high power test results of first x-band deflector,

some design problems found, so we decide design a new short

deflector to solve these problems.

First optimized the cavity, modified poynting vector Sc and

surface pulse heating.

The coupler also change to dual feed coupler to induce the

field in the area of slots between waveguide and coupler

cavity.

Operating frequency 11.994 GHz

Phase advance per cell 120°

Length of cell 8.3317 mm

Structure length 230 mm

Iris aperture 2a 8 mm

Iris thickness 2.6 mm

Quality factor Q 6222

Group velocity: Vg/c 2.69%

Filling time 21 ns

Attenuation factor t 0.751

Input power 50 MW

Pulse length 100ns

Peak surface electric field 153 MV/m

Peak surface magnetic field 489 KA/m

Peak modified Poynting vector 4.5 MW/mm2

Pulse heating 32K
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Mechanical design of coupler

Coupler is divided into four parts, including coupler box, cover, waveguide and drift 

tube. One regular cell insert into cover. The whole brazing of deflector contains 3 

steps, 
1. Regular cell. 

2. Coupler box and cover

3. Final brazing

Field distribution measured after each step brazing.

Box

WR90

Drift tube Regular cell

Double 

cell

Disk

Water cooling Cover

Finish final brazing in the end of last year, complete tuning recently. 
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Field distribution measurement- Non-resonant perturbation method

Input couplerOutput coupler

D=1mm,L=1mm

N=4, d=0.1mm

Simulation result

Measurement result

Fields distribution on axis of deflector are multi-fields and

complicated.

Find a special object to measure field more accuracy.

It efficiently decrease the influence of other fields except

transverse electric field.

With two parallel lines to support, and two plates to fix lines

in the upstream and downstream

Fixed plate
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Field distribution tuning--first round

Before tuning
First round tuning result

The field before tuning is not so bad.

More than 50 times tuning passed, field distribution

became worse.

With the help of TM01 mode, using probe measure

the frequency, the frequency of cells back to the

same level.

Hard to tune, bake again and prepare second round

tuning.

Can’t find good method to solve it.
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Field distribution tuning--second round

Before tuning Second round tuning result

Field distribution became worse again after 

second round tuning.

During tuning process, we found the analysis 

program can’t give correct information of cell 

frequency deviation.

Simulation field distribution applied to check 

analysis program. 

And the structure bake again when we find the 

problem of analysis program.
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Cell detuned simulation result

Input

Simulated the cell detuned under the

condition of coupler matched.

The perturbing object moves from output

side to input side.

Maximum of transverse field is located

on the disk center.

20 cells structure has 21 disks.

Diameter of #8 cell smaller than others,

(frequency higher than others)

Peak 9 higher than before, and all have

the same trends after peak 9.

Can’t find the detuned cell when using

old analysis program, the formula for

calculating is wrong.

Move direction

Peak 9
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Analysis program

Cell No.        n-2 n-1      n      n+1

Input powerMove direction

an+1
an

an-1

bn-1 bn bn+1

Define the disks are following cells, and the perturbing object moves with the opposite

direction of feeding power.

Incident wave an and reflected wave bn, and the magnitude of field can be expressed as

superposition of incident wave and reflected wave.

Derived the reflection of each cell, and proved the analysis program used before is wrong.

Cell_n

Disk_n

𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝑛 = 𝐸𝑛−1𝑒

𝑗(𝜑𝑛−1+ ൗ𝜋 2) + 𝐸𝑛𝑒
𝑗(𝜑𝑛+ ൗ𝜋 6)

𝑏𝑛𝑒
𝑗∅𝑛 = 𝐸𝑛−1𝑒

𝑗(𝜑𝑛−1+ ൗ𝜋 2) + 𝐸𝑛𝑒
𝑗(𝜑𝑛+ ൗ𝜋 6)

𝑆11𝑒
𝑗 =

𝑏𝑛𝑒
𝑗∅𝑛 − 𝑏𝑛−1𝑒

𝑗(∅𝑛−1+ ൗ2𝜋
3)

𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝑛

𝑆11𝑒
𝑗=

𝐸𝑛𝑒
𝑗(∅𝑛+ ൗ𝜋 6)−𝐸𝑛−1𝑒

𝑗∅𝑛−1 𝑒𝑗 Τ𝜋 2−𝑒
𝑗 Τ2𝜋

3 −𝐸𝑛−2𝑒
𝑗(∅𝑛−2+ ൗ𝜋 2)

𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝑛

( 2 /3(i n) )nj

na e
    (2 /3(i n) )nj

nb e
  

𝑆11𝑒
𝑗=

𝐸𝑛𝑒
𝑗(∅𝑛+ ൗ𝜋 6)−𝐸𝑛+1𝑒

𝑗(∅𝑛+1+ ൗ𝜋 2)

𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝑛

New version

Previous version
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Analysis program

#8 cell 

No. 8
With new formula calculation, we changed the post

processing, then only No. 8 cell detected.

Frequency higher than the ordinary cells.

Analysis program gives the right location and

frequency deviation.



SHINEDiameter of cell 8 and 9 smaller than other cells.

Cell 8 and 9

Simulation of multi cell detuned
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Simulation of multi cell detuned

Cell 8, 9, 11 and 13 detuned.

Diameters of cell 8 and 13 smaller than

others.

Diameters of cell 9 and 11 bigger than

others.

Proved the analysis program works.

Cell 8 Cell13

Cell 9
Cell 11
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X-band deflector tuning results

Tuning history

After the problem of analysis program solved,

the tuning work continued, and about two days

pulling and push on cells, finally the deflector

tuned to working status.

The field distribution result is not so good,

considering the structure has rebaked twice,

further tuning work stopped.

Now, the structure has pumped to vacuum

status, prepared to shipping.
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First X-band deflector SXFEL
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Accident during final brazing

Brazing accident

Two accident happened at final brazing

The first structure has about 15 degrees difference

between input coupler and output coupler. The

collimation process of cells is not very careful.

The second structure inclined during brazing. Four

stainless steel screws fix the structure, during the

process of cooling, the screws become loose.
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Summary

 Based on the SXFEL user facility and project of MOST, seven x-

band deflecting structure will finish in this year, and four units 

used on SHINE will start in the next year.

 20-cell deflector solved the tuning problems finally, and find the 

right way to tune long-periodic deflecting structures. High power 

test will start after shipping to CERN.

 Although some problems on brazing, there are four x-band 

deflecting structures for SXFEL user facility finished brazing, and 

another two will finish in this month. 
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Shanghai HIgh repetition rate XFEL aNd Extreme light facility

Thanks for your attention


